
1. Lay down flat on your back on 
the paper sheet. Ask your friend to 
draw your contour on the paper.

2. Get up and fold the fellow on the 
paper on the middle, from the head 
down to  the bottom.

3. Put tape on a few spots to 
prevent the under part to slide 
when you you cut.

4. Cut along the contour 
through the double paper. 
Make sure the papers 
doesn’t slide.

5. When you thereafter fold 
out the paper again, you have 
got a bilateral symmetrical 
figure. That sounds good, 
doesn’t it? 
Glue two pieces of paper as 
reinforcement on the fold, 
approximately at the 
shoulders and at the bottom.

This part of the 
contour will not 
be used.

6. Make holes for the 
bridle through the 
reinforcements. The 
holes should be exactly 
on the fold.

7. Tape a wooden stick along 
the centre (the fold). If you 
want to be able to roll up 
yourself you should tape a 
piece of plastic tube in each 
end, wide enough for the 
stick.) 
Tape the bamboo flower 
support sticks onto the figure, 
after cutting them to suitable 
length. Put one at the 
forehead, then 20 - 30 cm  
between each stick. (Put tape 
on the stick end, over the edge 
of the paper and onto the 
other side.) 

8. Now turn the kite over and 
paint yourself. Tie a c:a 2 m 
long string through the holes 
and around the longeron 
stick.  
Tie a small loop on the string 
for the flying line: the loop 
should be approximately 
right above the upper hole 
when the figure is flat on the 
back and the string is 
stretched.
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Fold this part backwards

FlyMe
Wind:!
Building time:!
Age:!
Reliability:

Light/ medium!
45 min!
8 years!
Good

Material: Large sheet of paper (table cloth or bed linen)!
4-5 bamboo flower support sticks (40 cm)!
One 6 mm wooden stick (90 - 100 cm)!
Textile adhesive tape!
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